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“
“It’s not WHAT they read, it’s THAT they 

read” -Stephanie Harvey
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Purpose of this Literacy Action Plan

▧ Interest Intermediate Elementary students in 
multiple genres

▧ Build fluent readers across genres
▧ Build fluency among lower level readers and 

ELLs
▧ Track how fluency helps to strengthen 

comprehension
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What books do students like to read?
▧ Many younger age students enjoy the fun of reading 

fiction stories, fantasies, fairy tales and adventures.
▧ It is not likely for a student to choose informational text as 

their favorite genre
▧ How do you get students equally excited to read any 

genre?
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Student Favorites in 

August 2019:



Where to start?
▧ 1) Read the book: The Book Whisperer to understand how 

to successfully implement this challenge

▧ 2) Set up your classroom library by GENRE, rather than 

ability level (AR level/Lexile level)

▧ 3) Create a log/journal for each student to track and 

respond to/about their finished books.

▧ 4) Team up with your school librarian
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Classroom Library & Good Fit Books

A student should not be limited 
to a “level” to read from, but 
instead understand what books 
may be a better “fit” for them.

Purpose, interest, and 
understanding all play roles in 
choosing a book to read, not 
their tested “grade level” ability.
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At the beginning of the school 
year, we began with a lesson 
about each genre we would 
encounter for the school year.  
There was a guided sheet that 
students filled out during the 
lesson for them to reference in 
their 40-book journals 
throughout the school year.

Teaching the students about the genres

This sheet was created and shared 
Stephanie Young, Kentucky Teacher.7



Check-ins/Logging their books
Students had 

personal journals for 

logging books read 

for each genre
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These journals 
included:
Genre-marked pages
-guided Genre notes
-Tic-Tac-Toe 
questioning journal 
boards
-Blank spaces for 
writing responses 
about their books



Monthly Check-ins/Flipgrids
Each month, students would 
write on the board the amount 
of books they had logged in 
their journals
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To track student fluency, students 
recorded 2-3 minute videos of 
themselves reading for me to 
watch and make notes.



Book Tasting
I collaborated with our school librarian to 
provide students with more books geared 

towards the genres of which I had less in the 
classroom
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How to assess / track success 
-AR tests are great for 
comprehension/recall of what students 
read

-Teacher-Student conferencing about 
books students are reading

-Scores on comprehension quizzes grew 
(on average)

-Scores on STAR/iReady grew for every 
student

-Student-written comprehension 
strengthened as a class.

-Student interests in books grew; genre 
choice expanded, and students became 
more confident in their reading skills.
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Biggest Successes:
-Some students stayed to their normal 
genre choices, so for the designated 
40-book challenge time in the mornings, I 
began choosing the genre for the students 
to read from.  The students really enjoyed 
this!  

-Many students met the challenge and 
asked for extra book tracking pages.

-Four of my ELL students were the highest 
readers of the challenge: one student read 
a total of 256 books in the first semester.

-One of my students used this challenge to 
strengthen his reading-- grew from 
Kindergarten reading level, to early second 
grade by third quarter.

Minor Challenges

- With students moving in and out of the 
classroom, the class average when 
recording books could get complicated.

- a couple of students lost their 40-book 
journals in the middle of the school year.



Ideas for next year

- Implement book tastings throughout the year, rather 
than once a year.

- Speak more the students about responsibility and 
keeping with their folders

- Have students turn in their notebooks at the end of 
the week to check progress
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Useful Resources

-----Link to 40-book Challenge Handout-----
-Book Whisperer by Donalyn Miller
-Journal Templates provided by Stephanie Young 
(Kentucky teacher)
-Slide Template by
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mbx3zBj1rf9xEH32JuLiFv8WpZoUVJQA/view?usp=sharing
https://www.slidescarnival.com/?utm_source=template

